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The pseudo oligonucleotide composition, or pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition (PseKNC), can be
used to represent a DNA or RNA sequence with a discrete model or vector yet still keep considerable
sequence order information, particularly the global or long-range sequence order information, via the
physicochemical properties of its constituent oligonucleotides. Therefore, the PseKNC approach may hold
very high potential for enhancing the power in dealing with many problems in computational genomics
and genome sequence analysis. However, dealing with different DNA or RNA problems may need
different kinds of PseKNC. Here, we present a flexible and user-friendly web server for PseKNC
(at http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/pseknc/default.aspx) by which users can easily generate many different modes
of PseKNC according to their need by selecting various parameters and physicochemical properties.
Furthermore, for the convenience of the vast majority of experimental scientists, a step-by-step guide
is provided on how to use the current web server to generate their desired PseKNC without the need
to follow the complicated mathematical equations, which are presented in this article just for the
integrity of PseKNC formulation and its development. It is anticipated that the PseKNC web server will
become a very useful tool in computational genomics and genome sequence analysis.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
With the avalanche of DNA sequences generated in the post-
genomic age, it is highly desirable to develop computational meth-
ods for rapidly and accurately identifying their biological features
or attributes based on the sequence information alone. So far,
many methods have been proposed to decode the complicated
genomes or DNAs therein (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2]). Although consider-
able progress has been made in this regard, all these methods were
merely based on the nucleic acid composition alone without taking
into account the sequence order effect. Obviously, this is a compro-
mise with the difficulty in dealing with the huge number of differ-
ent sequence orders that a DNA sequence may possibly have, as
elaborated below.

DNA sequences consist of four nucleotides (A, C, G, and T). Thus,
for a DNA sequence of only 100 nucleotides, the number of
different sequence order combinations would be
4100 = 10100log4 > 1.6065 � 1060. Actually, the length of DNA
sequences is much longer than 100, and hence the number of dif-
ferent combinations will be � 1.6065 � 1060. For such an astro-
nomical number, it is impracticable to construct a reasonable
training dataset to statistically cover all the possible different
sequence order patterns. Besides, DNA sequences vary widely in
length, which poses an additional difficulty for incorporating the
sequence order information in both the benchmark dataset con-
struction and the algorithm formulation. Faced with such a
dilemma, can we find an approach to partially incorporate the
sequence order effects?

Actually, a similar problem existed in computational proteo-
mics as well. To address it, the pseudo amino acid composition
[3], or Chou’s PseAAC1 [4], was proposed. Ever since the concept
of PseAAC was introduced in 2001, it has penetrated into nearly all
the fields of computational proteomics such as classifying enzyme
-protein-
, pseudo
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Table 1
List of 38 physicochemical properties of dinucleotides in DNA.

Number Description Reference

1 Base stacking [37]
2 Protein-induced deformability [38]
3 B-DNA twist [39]
4 Dinucleotide GC content [40]
5 A-philicity [41]
6 Propeller twist [42]
7 Duplex stability (free energy) [43]
8 Duplex stability (disrupt energy) [44]
9 DNA denaturation [45]

10 Bending stiffness [46]
11 Protein–DNA twist [38]
12 Stabilizing energy of Z-DNA [47]
13 Aida_BA_transition [48]
14 Breslauer_dG [44]
15 Breslauer_dH [44]
16 Breslauer_dS [44]
17 Electron interaction [40]
18 Hartman_trans_free_energy [49]
19 Helix–coil_transition [50]
20 Ivanov_BA_transition [41]
21 Lisser_BZ_transition [51]
22 Polar_interaction [52]
23 SantaLucia_dG [53]
24 SantaLucia_dH [53]
25 SantaLucia_dS [53]
26 Sarai_flexibility [54]
27 Stability [55]
28 Stacking_energy [37]
29 Sugimoto_dG [53]
30 Sugimoto_dH [53]
31 Sugimoto_dS [53]
32 Watson–Crick_interaction [56]
33 Twist [57]
34 Tilt [57]
35 Roll [57]
36 Shift [57]
37 Slide [57]
38 Rise [57]
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families [5], identifying submitochondrial localization of proteins
[6], detecting remote homologous proteins [7], predicting
G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) classes [8], predicting protein
structural classes [9], identifying risk type of human papillomavirus-
es [10], predicting GABAA receptor proteins [11], predicting protein
supersecondary structure [12], identifying bacterial virulent proteins
[13], predicting anticancer peptides [14], identifying human
GPCR N-linked glycosylation sites [15], identifying PTM (posttransla-
tional modification) sites in proteins [16,17], discriminating outer
membrane proteins [18], and predicting allergenic proteins [19]
(see a long list of the references cited in Chou’s review article
[20]). Owing to its wide and increasing applications, recently three
powerful software programs—PseAAC–Builder [21], propy [22], and
PseAAC–General [23]—were established for generating various dif-
ferent modes of PseAAC in addition to the web server PseAAC [24]
built in 2008.

Encouraged by the success of using the pseudo amino acid com-
position idea to deal with protein sequences, the corresponding
approaches were proposed recently to deal with DNA sequences
such as using the pseudo dinucleotide composition [25] and
pseudo trinucleotide composition [26] to identify recombination
spots, using pseudo trinucleotide composition [27] to identify pro-
moters, and using pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition to iden-
tify nucleosomes [28]. The pseudo oligonucleotide composition can
be generally expressed as

PseKNC¼

Pseudo dinucleotide composition ðPseDNCÞ; when K¼2
Pseudo trinucleotide composition ðPseTNCÞ; when K¼3

..

. ..
.

8>><
>>: :

ð1Þ

As we can see from above, there are many different ways to for-
mulate PseKNC or pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition. To deal
with different problems in DNA, different modes of PseKNC may be
needed to optimize the outcomes. In view of this, it would be very
useful to provide a flexible web server by which users can generate
various modes of pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition as
desired. The current study was initiated in an attempt to realize
this.

Pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition

Suppose a DNA sequence D with L nucleotides, that is,

D ¼ R1R2R3R4R5R6R7 � � �RL; ð2Þ

where

Ri 2 fA ðadenineÞ;C ðcytosineÞ;G ðguanineÞ; T ðthymineÞg ð3Þ

denotes the nucleic acid residue at the sequence position i (=1,2,
� � �,L). When the DNA sequence is represented by the dinucleotide
composition, we have

D ¼ f ðAAÞ f ðACÞ f ðAGÞ f ðATÞ � � � f ðTTÞ½ �T

¼ f di
1 f di

2 f di
3 f di

4 � � � f di
16

� �T
; ð4Þ

where the symbol T is the transpose operator, f di
1 ¼ f ðAAÞ is the nor-

malized occurrence frequency of AA in the DNA sequence,
f di
2 ¼ f ðACÞ is that of AC, f di

3 ¼ f ðAGÞ is that of AG, and so forth. When
the DNA sequence is represented by the trinucleotide composition,
we have

D ¼ f ðAAAÞ f ðAACÞ f ðAAGÞ f ðAATÞ � � � f ðTTTÞ½ �T

¼ f tri
1 f tri

2 f tri
3 f tri

4 � � � f tri
64

� �T
; ð5Þ

where f tri
1 ¼ f ðAAAÞ is the normalized occurrence frequency of AAA

in the DNA sequence, f tri
2 ¼ f ðAACÞ is that of AAC, and so forth.
Generally speaking, if a DNA sequence is represented by the K-tuple
nucleotide composition [29], the corresponding vector D for the
DNA sequence will contain 4K components, that is,

D ¼ f K-tuple
1 f K-tuple

2 f K-tuple
3 f K-tuple

4 � � � f K-tuple
4K

h iT
: ð6Þ

As we can see from Eqs. (4)–(6), by increasing the value of K,
although the base sequence order information within a local or
short range could be gradually included, none of the global or
long-range sequence order information would be reflected by this
kind of oligonucleotide composition. To incorporate the global or
long-range sequence order information for a DNA sequence, we
need to use the pseudo oligonucleotide composition or PseKNC
(see Eq. (1)) to represent DNA sequences, as in the case of using
the pseudo amino acid composition or PseAAC [3,30] to represent
protein sequences.

It has been proved that DNA physicochemical properties play
important roles in gene expression regulation [31–33]. For exam-
ple, DNA physicochemical property is evolutionarily more con-
strained than the underlying actual sequence, and the
topography-informed constrained regions usually correlate with
functional noncoding elements such as enhancers [34]. Accord-
ingly, it is reasonable to use the physicochemical properties of
nucleotides to formulate PseKNC for DNA sequences, just like using
the physicochemical properties of amino acids to formulate
PseAAC [3,30] for protein sequence.

Listed in Tables 1 and 2 are 38 dinucleotide physicochemical
properties and 12 trinucleotide physicochemical properties that
can be used to generate various different modes of pseudo dinucle-
otide composition (PseDNC) and pseudo trinucleotide composition



Table 2
List of 12 physicochemical properties of trinucleotides in DNA.

Number Description Reference(s)

1 Bendability (DNase) [58]
2 Bendability (consensus) [58]
3 Trinucleotide GC content [40]
4 Nucleosome positioning [59]
5 Consensus–roll [40,52]
6 Consensus–rigid [40,52]
7 DNase I [31]
8 DNase I–rigid [31]
9 MW–daltons [40]

10 MW–kg [40]
11 Nucleosome [60]
12 Nucleosome–rigid [60]
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(PseTNC), respectively. Because so far not much physicochemical
property data are available for the K-tuple nucleotides when
K = 4 (tetranucleotides) and above, the current study was limited
to PseDNC and PseTNC only. Nevertheless, the formulations pre-
sented here can be easily extended to cover the case of PseKNC
with K P 4 when the corresponding physicochemical property
data are available.

In addition, like the PseAAC web server [24] that could generate
two different types of pseudo amino acid composition for protein
sequences—(i) the parallel correlation type [3] or type 1 PseAAC
and (ii) the series correlation type [30] or type 2 PseAAC—here
we make the PseKNC web server able to generate these two types
of pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition as well.

Type 1 PseKNC

Type 1 PseKNC, also called parallel correlation PseKNC, is used
to represent a DNA sequence with a vector containing (4K + k) com-
ponents, as formulated below.

The sequence order effect for a DNA sequence (Eq. (1)) can be
approximately reflected with a set of sequence order correlated
factors defined by
Fig.1. Schematic drawing to show the first tier (A), second tier (B), and third tier (C) seq
reflects the correlation mode between all the most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides, pan
panel C reflects that between all the third most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides. P1 re
represents the second K-tuple nucleotide (R2R3 � � �RKþ1), P3 represents the third K-tuple
for the K-tuple nucleotides in the L-bp-long DNA sequence.
h1 ¼ 1
L�K

XL�K

i¼1

Hi;iþ1

h2 ¼ 1
L�K�1

XL�K�1

i¼1

Hi;iþ2

h3 ¼ 1
L�K�2

XL�K�2

i¼1

Hi;iþ3

� � � � � � � � �

hk ¼ 1
L�K�kþ1

XL�K�kþ1

i¼1

Hi;iþk

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ðk < L� KÞ; ð7Þ

where h1 is the first-tier correlation factor that reflects the sequence
order correlation between all the most contiguous K-tuple nucleo-
tides along the DNA sequence (Fig. 1A), h2 is the second-tier corre-
lation factor that reflects the sequence order correlation between all
the second most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides (Fig. 1B), h3 is the
third-tier correlation factor that reflects the sequence order correla-
tion between all the third most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides
(Fig. 1C), and so forth. The number k is an integer used to reflect
the correlation rank (or tier) and, hence, must be smaller than L – K.

In Eq. (7), the correlation function is given by

Hi;iþj ¼ 1
K

XK
n¼1

Hn RiRiþ1 � � �RiþK-1ð Þ �Hn RiþjRiþjþ1 � � �RiþjþK-1
� �� �2

i ¼ 1;2; � � � ; L� Kþ 1; j ¼ 1; 2; ; � � � ; k; k < L� K

8><
>: ;

ð8Þ

where Ri and all the other symbols of its kind can be any valid
nucleic acid A, C, G, or T (cf. Eq. (3)), Hn RiRiþ1 � � �RiþK-1ð Þ is the
numerical value of the n-th physicochemical property for the K-
tuple nucleotide RiRi+1� � �Ri+K-1 in a DNA sequence,
Hn RiþjRiþjþ1 � � �RiþjþK-1
� �

is the corresponding value for the K-tuple
nucleotide Ri+jRi+j+1� � �Ri+j+K�1, and K is the total number of correla-
tion functions counted. Note that before substituting the values of
physicochemical property into Eq. (8), they were all subjected to a
standard conversion as described by Eq.(9) or (10) below.
uence order correlation mode along a DNA sequence in the type 1 PseKNC. Panel A
el B reflects that between all the second most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides, and
presents the first K-tuple nucleotide (i.e., R1R2 � � �RK) along the DNA sequence, P2

nucleotide (R3R4 � � �RKþ2), and so forth. L� ¼ L� K is the maximum number allowed
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Hn R1R2 � � �RKð Þ¼
H0

n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ�
P

PH0
n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ=4KffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

P H0
n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ�

P
PH0

n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ=4K
h i2

=4K
� �s ;

ð9Þ

where R1R2� � �RK can be either RiRi+1� � �Ri+K�1 or Ri+jRi+j+1� � �Ri+j+K�1

and the operator P means counting all the different combinations
of A, C, G, and T (cf. Eq. (3)) for R1R2� � �RK; when K = 2 we have
42 = 16 different combinations (cf. Eq. (4)), when K = 3 we have
43 = 64 different combinations (cf. Eq. (5)), and so forth. Actually,
Eq. (9) can be written as [35]

Hn R1R2 � � �RKð Þ ¼
H0

n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ � H0
n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ

D E
SD H0

n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ
D E ; ð10Þ

where the symbol h�i means taking the average of the quantity
therein over the 4K different combinations of A, C, G, and T (cf. Eq.
(3)) for R1R2� � �RK and SD is the corresponding standard deviation.

In the above equations, H0
n R1R2 � � �RKð Þ ðn ¼ 1;2; � � � ;KÞ are the

original physicochemical property values for the oligonucleotides,
which can be obtained from Ref. [31] as well as the references given
in Tables 1 and 2 for dinucleotides and trinucleotides, respectively.
The advantage of using the converted physicochemical property
values obtained via Eq. (9) or (10) is that they will have a zero mean
value over the 4K different K-tuple nucleotides and will remain
unchanged if they go through the same conversion procedure again.
For readers’ convenience, the original values for both the 38 physi-
cochemical properties of dinucleotides and the 12 physicochemical
properties of trinucleotides are given in Online Supporting Informa-
tion S1 and S2, respectively (see online Supplementary material),
and their corresponding standard-converted values are given in
Online Supporting Information S3 and S4, respectively.

As we can see from Fig. 1, the sequence order effect of a DNA
can be, to some extent, reflected through a set of sequence correla-
tion factors h1; h2; h3; � � � ; hk as defined by Eq. (7). To incorporate
such information, instead of Eq. (6) we use a ð4K þ kÞ-D vector to
represent a DNA sequence as given by

DI
PseKNC ¼ d1 � � � d4K d4Kþ1 � � � d4Kþk

� �T
; ðk < L� KÞ; ð11Þ

where

du ¼

f K-tuple
uP4K

i¼1f K-tuple
i þw

Pk
j¼1hj

ð1 � u � 4KÞ

wh
u�4KX4K

i¼1
f K-tuple
i þw

Xk

j¼1
hj

ð4K þ 1 � u � 4K þ kÞ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

; ð12Þ

where f K-tuple
i is the normalized occurrence frequency of the i-th K-

tuple nucleotide in the DNA sequence, hj is the j-tier sequence cor-
relation factor computed according to Eqs. (7)–(10) for the DNA
sequence, and w is the weight factor used to adjust the effect of
the pseudo nucleotide component.

As shown in Eqs. (11) and (12), the first 4K components reflect
the effect of the K-tuple nucleotide composition, whereas the com-
ponents from 4K + 1 to 4K + k reflect the effect of long-range
sequence order. A set of such 4K + k components as formulated in
Eqs. (11) and (12) is called the type 1 PseKNC for a DNA sequence
with L nucleotides.

Type 2 PseKNC

Type 2 PseKNC, also called series correlation PseKNC, can be
used to express a DNA sequence with a vector containing
ð4K þ k �KÞ components, where K is the number of physicochemi-
cal properties counted (cf. Eq. (8)). In a way parallel to the
approach as elaborated in Refs. [30,36] for protein sequences, the
sequence order effect of a DNA with L nucleotides can be approx-
imately reflected with a set of sequence order correlated factors
as defined below:

s1 ¼ 1
L�K�1

XL�K�1

i¼1

J1
i;iþ1

s2 ¼ 1
L�K�1

XL�K�1

i¼1

J2
i;iþ1

� � � � � � � � � � � �

sK ¼ 1
L�K�1

XL�K�1

i¼1

JKi;iþ1

� � � � � � � � � � � �

skK�1 ¼ 1
L�K�k

XL�K�k

i¼1

JK�1
i;iþk

skK ¼ 1
L�K�k

XL�K�k

i¼1

JKi;iþk

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

k < ðL� KÞ; ð13Þ

where

Jni;iþm ¼ Hn RiRiþ1 � � �RiþK�1ð Þ � Hn RiþmRiþmþ1 � � �RiþmþK�1ð Þ
n ¼ 1;2; � � � ;K; m ¼ 1;2; � � � ; k; i ¼ 1;2; � � � ; L� K� k

(
: ð14Þ

In the above equation, the function Hn has exactly the same
meaning as defined in Eqs. (8)–(10). Thus, similar to the case in
dealing with proteins [30], after incorporating the kK sequence
order correlation factors from Eq. (13) into the conventional K-
tuple nucleotide composition of Eq. (6), we obtain the type 2 K-
tuple pseudo nucleotide composition or type 2 PseKNC (Fig. 2),
which is actually a vector with (4K + kK) components as given
below:

DII
PseKNC ¼ d1 � � � d4K d4Kþ1 � � � d4Kþk d4Kþkþ1 � � � d4KþkK

� �T
;

ð15Þ

where

du ¼

f K-tuple
uX4K

i¼1
f K-tuple
i þw

XkK

j¼1
sj

ð1 6 u 6 4KÞ

ws
u�4KX4K

i¼1
f K-tuple
i þw

XkK

j¼1
sj

ð4K þ 1 6 u 6 4K þ kKÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

; ð16Þ

where all the terms have exactly the same meanings as those in Eq.
(12) except for sj and K: the former is given by Eq. (13), and the lat-
ter is the total number of the correlation functions counted (cf. Eq.
(8)). As we can see from Eq. (15), in comparison with type 1 PseKNC
(Eq. (11)) containing (4K + k) components, type 2 PseKNC is a vector
with (4K + kK) components.
Web server guide

For the convenience of the vast majority of experimental scien-
tists, below we give a step-by-step guide on how to generate their
desired pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition without the need
to follow the complicated mathematic equations in the previous
section (‘‘Pseudo K-tuple nucleotide composition’’) that were pre-
sented just for the integrity in developing the current flexible
web server.

Step 1

Open the web server at http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/pseknc/default.aspx,
and you will see the top page of PseKNC on your computer screen,
as shown in Fig. 3.

http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/pseknc/default.aspx


Fig.2. Schematic drawing to show the first tier (A1/A2), second tier (B1/B2), and third tier (C1/C2) sequence order correlation mode along a DNA sequence for the type 2
PseKNC based on the first/second physicochemical properties, respectively (cf. Eqs. (13) and (14)). Panel A1/A2 reflects the correlation mode between all the most contiguous
K-tuple nucleotides, panel B1/B2 reflects that between all the second most contiguous K-tuple nucleotides, panel C1/C2 reflects that between all the third most contiguous K-
tuple nucleotides, and so forth. The symbols P1, P2, P3, and so forth have exactly the same meaning as in Fig. 1. See text for further explanation.
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Step 2

Select which type of PseKNC by using the drop-down menu:
type 1 or type 2.

Step 3

Select which kind of oligonucleotide: Dinucleotide or Trinucleo-
tide. If selecting the former, you will see 38 physicochemical
properties shown on the screen (Fig. 3); if selecting the latter,
you will see 12 physicochemical properties shown on the screen
(Fig. 4).

Step 4

Select the physicochemical property/properties considered by
clicking its/their left button/buttons; suppose that the number of
selected properties is K = 3.
Step 5

Select the value for the weight factor w from 0.1 to 1.0 by using
the drop-down menu. Its optimal value is determined via an opti-
mization procedure as described in our previous studies [25,26,28].
For a detailed and rigorous description of how to determine the
optimal value of the weight factor w with other parameters
together, see Ref. [35].
Step 6

Enter the desired parameter for k into the box to the right of ‘‘k
parameter.’’ The parameter reflects the sequence correlation ranks
counted. Its value must be a non-negative integer and smaller than
(L � 2) or (L � 3) for the case of dinucleotide or trinucleotide,
respectively, where L is the length of the DNA sequence concerned.
When k = 0, the outcome will be reduced to the conventional dinu-
cleotide or trinucleotide composition, respectively.



Fig.3. Partial screenshot showing the top page of the PseKNC. Its website address is http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/pseknc/default.aspx. In the top page, users can select type 1 or type
2 PseKNC by using the dropdown menu in the Type module. Once the kind of oligonucleotide is selected by using the drop-down menu in the Oligonucleotide module, the
related physicochemical properties will be shown on the right side of the Physicochemical Properties module and users can select the physicochemical properties considered
by clicking their left buttons. The two parameters weight factor w and k can be assigned in the Weight Factor and k Parameter modules, respectively. The query DNA
sequences can be directly entered into the input box or uploaded via the Browse button with a FASTA format file. Users can also get help by clicking on the ? button in each of
the aforementioned modules.

Fig.4. Partial screenshot showing the web page of PseKNC after selecting Trinucleotide via the drop-down menu. See the legend of Fig. 3 for further explanation.
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Step 7

Either directly enter your query DNA sequences into the input
box or upload them via the ‘‘Browse’’ button with a data file. The
input sequences should be in the FASTA format. The maximum
number of DNA sequences allowed for each submission is 100.

Step 8

Click on the Submit button to see the results. (i) If selecting type
1 and Dinucleotide and entering 10 for k in step 6, you will get
(16 + 10) = 26 discrete numbers for each of the DNA sequences
inputted, where the 10 pseudo dinucleotide components are col-
ored in red. (ii) If replacing type 1 with type 2 and keeping all
the others the same, you will get (16 + 30) = 46 numbers, of which
kK = 10 � 3 = 30 are the pseudo dinucleotide components. (iii) If
replacing Dinucleotide with Trinucleotide in the above two cases,
you will get (64 + 10) = 74 and (64 + 30) = 94 for the type 1 and
type 2 cases, respectively. (iv) Generally speaking, you will get
(4K + k) or (4K + kK) numbers for type 1 or type 2 PseKNC, respec-
tively, where K = 2 or K = 3 for the case of dinucleotide or trinucleo-
tide, respectively, whereas K and k are the number of
physicochemical properties and that of sequence correlated ranks
selected by you. It takes a few seconds before the result appears
on your computer screen.

Step 9

Click on Supporting Information to download the 38 and 12
physicochemical properties for dinucleotides and trinucleotides,
respectively, covered by the current PseKNC generator.

Step 10

Click on Citation to see the papers that document the PseKNC
generator or closely associate with its development.

http://lin.uestc.edu.cn/pseknc/default.aspx
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Caveat

Only the valid characters (A, C, G, and T) for DNA sequences are
allowed for your input; otherwise, a warning message will be
prompted on your screen.

Discussion

Genome is a very complicated system, and hence it will need
many different PseKNC modes to deal with various different prob-
lems in genome analysis. In this regard, the current web server
provides a very flexible tool with extremely high capacity.

This can be seen from how many different modes of pseudo
K-tuple nucleotide compositions the current web server can gener-
ate. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, there are 38 physicochemical
properties for dinucleotides and 12 physicochemical properties
for trinucleotides that users can select to generate different modes
of PseKNC. Accordingly, the total possible different modes for
PseDNC would be

Cð38;1Þ þ Cð38;2Þ þ Cð38;3Þ þ � � � þ Cð38;38Þ

¼ 38!

ð38� 1Þ!1!
þ 38!

ð38� 2Þ!2!
þ 38!

ð38� 3Þ!3!
þ � � � þ 38!

ð38� 38Þ!38!

¼ 274;877;906;943 > 2:74� 1011 ð17Þ

and that for PseTNC would be

Cð12;1Þ þ Cð12;2Þ þ Cð12;3Þ þ � � � þ Cð12;12Þ

¼ 12!

ð12� 1Þ!1!
þ 12!

ð12� 2Þ!2!
þ 12!

ð12� 3Þ!3!
þ � � � þ 12!

ð12� 12Þ!12!

¼ 4;095 ð18Þ

The above figures, plus various selections for the weight factor
w, the parameter k, and the types of PseKNC, fully indicate that
the current PseKNC web server is very flexible and allows users
to have many choices to generate their desired pseudo oligonu-
cleotide compositions in dealing with various different DNA or
RNA systems.

Although the current PseKNC generator can generate only
pseudo dinucleotide composition (K = 2) and pseudo trinucleotide
composition (K = 3), with more experimental physicochemical
property data available for K-tuple nucleotides (K = 4, 5, or higher)
in the future, the current formulation can be easily extended to
generate pseudo tetranucleotide composition, pseudo pentanucle-
otide composition, or other pseudo oligonucleotide compositions
with higher numbers of K as well.
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